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Synopsis
The Sternes Cave was discovered and explored to -426m by the Groupe Speleologique d’Orsay (GSO)
between 1989 and 1992 (the survey ended some meters before the end of the cave). It was
subsequently ‘lost’ until it was rediscovered in 2005 by cavers of SELAS Caving Club who repeated
the exploration and resurveyed the cave over the course of four expeditions in the years 2009-2012.
The expeditions focused on the main route of the cave, which ended in a narrow section with a
strong air current some tens of meters below the end of the survey of 1992. The potential of the
cave is well recognized, as it has its entrance at 2095m altitude, well above the 1550m altitude of
Gourgouthakas (-1208m) and the 1650m altitude of the entrance of the Lion (-1,110m), Greece’s
two deepest caves, which lie a few km to the north. The Lefka Ori massif is also home to Pralina
(-617m) and Colossus (-553m). In 2017, after supporting and playing a part in the continuing
exploration of the Lion, led by SELAS Caving Club (2013-2015), the cavers of the Speleological Club
of Crete (SPOK) took up the mantle of expedition organizer and organized the first international
expedition to Sternes in five years. The expedition ran over two ten-day periods in June and in July
and succeeded in enlarging the passage at -428m to allow cavers to pass the narrow section and
continue exploration. The expedition left the cave 32m deeper (-458m) and 60m longer at the close
of the season. The 2018 expedition managed to make a breakthrough, making Sternes the seventh
deepest cave of Greece, at -585m. The expedition surveyed the new passages, investigated a lead
with a bolt climb to a window at -400m and made access to the deeper sections of the cave easier
and safer through desobstruction work at -240m and -430m.
This year’s expedition was organized again by SPOK and gathered more than forty five cavers from
six countries working together on the common goal of further pushing the lead in Sternes cave while
following up on leads and unexplored caves within easy reach of the basecamp. The countries
represented were Greece, the UK, France, and Israel, with individual cavers from Russia and
Australia. The expedition received support from the FSE through its EuroSpeleo Projects initiative
and material support from the FSE’s sponsors: Kordas, Aventura Verticale and Scurion.
The members of 2019’s 10 day expedition furthered the exploration of the cave to -595m, surveying
a tight meander (50m length and 10m depth) at the bottom of the cave that unfortunately ends in
a siphon. Further, members of the team tried to explore a new and rather promising window
at -540m, where the airflow seems to go. Unfortunately, the efforts to reaching the window, by
traversing from the top of the pit were unsuccessful due to the unsound quality of the rock. The
members of the expedition have concluded that the only way to reach the window is by a bolt-climb
from the bottom of the pit (40m), which will be the main aim of next’s year expedition. Further
desobstruction work was done at -135m, -430 and -480m for reasons of safety and easier access. A
number of arthropods were recorded and samples were taken from within Sternes for
biospeleological research. Further, more than 30 new caves were discovered and a number of them
were explored. The deepest one of them (19100 or Lagotripa 1) reached -58m, ending in a rather
narrow meander.
Sternes is now the sixth deepest cave of Greece. Given that the exploration has not finished, the
cave remains within easy striking distance of the top four of Greece.
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The expedition was supported by:

The expedition used gear of the following brands, made available
through sponsorship:

European Federation of Speleology
(Eurospeleo Projects initiative)
The expedition was also assisted by the in-kind contributions of:

Municipality of Sfakia
(transport)

Halkiadakis Supermarket
(food and consumables)

Zoumboulakis Bros
(gas for food preparation)

CDC
(sleeping bags for bivouac)

Lougiakis
(sausages and salamis)

Dandalis
(coffee)

Melco
(14 Kg of pasta)

Choraitis
(Nuts and snack materials)

Cretan bites
(150 energy bars)

Candia Verde
(teas and spices)

Fresh Snack
(croissants and snacks)

Anopoli Rooms – Glymenakis Family
(meal)

Orfanoudakis bakery
(bread and biscuits)

ANEK Lines & Blue Star Ferries
(boat travel)
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Participants
In total there were 37 members of the main expedition (listed below) who stayed more than one overnight
and contributed to the camp financially. Among the expedition members, beyond the Greek cavers, there
were 4 from the UK, 3 from France, 2 from Israel and one each from Australia and Russia who responded to
our call for participation. In sum, a total of 233 overnights were made at Sternes basecamp for 2019 (not
including visitors). Cavers who visited the camp and stayed one night or less or had no caving action are not
included in this total. These include Andreas Apokoroniotakis and Athina Charkianaki who both got a full
day’s caving early in the expedition without staying with us overnight and Stelios Lambrinos with Thodoris
Vourvachakis who executed an exciting plan to bring some 5Kg of ice cream to camp one night, just because.
The manpower of the expedition by day and by nation is shown in the table overleaf.
Eight cavers stayed the full duration of the camp (10 overnights), while another fifteen stayed for a week.
Together with the weekend support, on average each caver spent six overnights on the expedition.
In addition to the main expedition, the Rethymnon (West Crete) Unit of the Hellenic Speleological Society
was heavily involved in the pre-expedition preparations together with Dimitris Bourdas of EOS Hanion and
also undertook the de-rigging.
In comparison with previous years, the expedition was some 30% smaller in terms of absolute manpower
and overnights spent at camp, with the number of strong cavers capable of pushing leads at depth being
much reduced compared to previous years. This had an impact on the expedition’s flow and results and
future efforts will need to secure the requisite participation well in advance of the expedition start dates.

Final meal evening of 6 July 2019
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On-site photo on 1 July – from top left towards the right and boustrophedon:
Top: Lefteris Tzelepis, Alexandros Margiolis, Zenia Kuzmina (RU), Phil Bence (FR), Roy Button (GB), Jim
Stevenson (GB), Nektarios Telis, Tasos Dafnos, Kostis Kostidis, Alexandre Le Fevre (FR), Kotas Kostikas,
Yiannis Apostolakis, Keith Chatterton (AU), Middle: Alain Soubiraine (FR), Kostas Adamopoulos, Kiriaki
Fosteri, Maria Fotiadi, Panayiotis Papadakos, Omri Gaster (IS), Yuval Soboliev (IS), Dave Ramsay (UK), Yiota
Kafetzi, Efsaia Vardoulaki, Margarita Kanellidou, Bottom: Ioannis Soultatos, Katerina Liberidou, Sotiria
Perrou, Maria Kelaidi, Stelios Zacharias, Korinna Derr and Darren Mackenzie (UK). Absent from the
photograph either because of early departure or late arrival: Giorgos Kavvadias, Markos Digenis, Methodios
Psomas, Philippos Psomas, Ifigenia Papamathaiaki and Christina Zervou.
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Financial breakdown
The financial breakdown of the expedition is listed below. Transportation costs for the members are not
included but are estimated to exceed the amount of 3,000 Euro if we count the travel of the Athenian cavers
to Crete (after taking into account ferry-boat sponsorship) or from Heraklion to Chania and the traveling for
the foreign cavers. The costs (where known or possible to estimate) of items provided in-kind by sponsors
have been included on both sides of the table (both as incoming and outgoing) so as to acknowledge the
sponsorship and to have an estimate of the costs for future expeditions. Caving equipment offered / owned
by the members of the expedition and the caving team of the EOS mountaineering club has not been
calculated in terms of financial value (this includes survey equipment, car batteries and other items for the
charging station, drills, etc.). This equipment was returned to the clubs or the individuals who made it
available. Following last years decision to source foodstuffs locally, the same concept was followed this year,
in addition to a more aggressive search for in-kind sponsors. This offset the decision to have a greater range
of items available for breakfast and snacks and to include more meat on the menu of 2019.

Sternes 2019 accounts
In
Nr

Participants

1
2
3
4
5
6

Participants
From SPOK Club reserve
Sponsorship (Municipal authority)
Sponsorship (Cooking gas)
Sponsorship (Foodstuff)
Sponsorship (Ferry tickets)

Total Received

Amount

Nr

1,688
486
500
80
200
200

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

€3,154
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Food
Camp consumables
Vehicles, petrol, transfer of matériel
Generator service / repairs / fuel
Transfers (Municipality sponsorship)
Cooking gas (sponsorship)
Sponsorship (Foodstuff)
Sponsorship (Ferry tickets)
Total Spent

cost
1,167
345
350
312
500
80
200
200
€3,154
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Camp diary
Prelude – tough winter, resilient snow
The winter of 2018 to 2019 was particularly heavy with record rainfall causing flooding and destruction on
Crete and resulting in a deep layer of snow on the White Mountains which persisted uncharacteristically late,
right up until June. Initial plans for one or more preparatory expeditions making use of the Mayday bank
holiday and the Pentecost long weekend (8-10 June) were set aside while the municipal authority of Sfakia
had difficulty in opening the snow-bound road to allow access to the area under exploration. Access is
necessary for the local shepherds and for tourist activities alike, the open road would also benefit our
expedition.
On 9 June, a team from the Western Crete Unit of the Hellenic Speleological Society made the journey to
basecamp from Rethymnon. The participants were Andreas, Thodoris and Stelios. They were met by Dimitris
from the Speleological Team of the EOS Hanion.
The team observed large quantities of snow still blocking the road in many places. Cars could only reach up
to an altitude of 1650m and further access was done on foot with the necessary precautions being taken
(crampons were not required, but piolets were used). They noted that it would have been very unlikely for
the road to be uncovered by natural means in the next 20 days for the start of the expedition without some
intervention from the side of the mayor’s office.
After a hike of two hours, the team reached the area of basecamp. The kitchen and common areas were
under great masses of snow, which also covered many of the flattened areas used in previous years to pitch
tents. This was going t have to be taken into consideration for the organisation of the basecamp amenities.
Some good news also came of the visit: the entrance to the cave itself was clean of snow, aside for the usual
column of snow and ice in the entrance. There was no need to force a way into the cave.

Difficult terrain for approach
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Entrance, without any physical obstacles

The ‘iconic’ ice column at the entrance

Scenes from the scoping mission of 9 June (photos: Rethymnon team)

The state of the road precipitated an almost daily communication with the local authorities in order to secure
the grader needed to open the road all the way to camp in time for the arrival of the first teams. The road
was opened and a first group set off for Crete on 24 June aiming to rig the cave in the two days it would take
for the rest of the expedition to gather. The first team was composed on Alexandros, Panayiotis, Zenia, Keith
and Kostas. They were joined on 26 June for a little less than 24 hours by Andreas who had come from
Rethymnon with Athina.
Preparatory expedition
It was originally planned that a long weekend would be set aside for a team to rig the cave and have it ready
for the beginning of the expedition on 27 June. As it turned out, the four cavers of the preparatory expedition
had only two days available to them to rig the cave. As this preparatory expedition had no discrete end but
rather joined the main expedition, the camp diary which is presented below does not treat the first two days
differently.
The camp diary which was kept at the basecamp secretariat is essentially a movement schedule recording
each team which left the camp, the time of departure from camp, objectives and expected return date and
time to allow the camp secretariat to keep track of all members and raise the alarm if cavers did not return
within their specified time. A second document was kept keeping track of arrivals and departures for the
purposes of planning dinner portions and collecting participation fees per overnight spent at camp.

The camp diary was kept diligently at the secretariat (photo Zenia)
Final report to FSE for ESP 2019-04 “Sternes 2019”
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Main expedition
The text which follows is a summary of the text of the movements diary kept on-site by the camp secretariat.
The results of the work in Sternes and the surface survey work is presented after the diary.

Day 0 – 25 June 2019 - Tuesday
Actions: The team arrived at basecamp at 12:45. Until 1500 tasks focused on setting up the camp and kitchen
for just the five cavers who had arrived. After a late lunch, the packs were prepared and Alexandros and Keith
set off for rigging to -130m and some désob work at -130m.

Day 0 – 26 June 2019 - Wednesday
Actions: Alexandros and Panayiotis continued the rigging to -200m, followed by Andreas and Kostis, who
rigged to -280m. Zenia with Athina went for acclimatisation until -130m.

Day 1 – 27 June 2019 - Thursday
Actions: The first full day of the expedition saw the camp and the kitchen being properly set up and rigging
continue to -370m (Alexandros and Keith). In the evening, Panayiotis, Kostis and Nektarios made some désob
work in the walls of the first pit after the entrance pit, to make transfer of packs easier.

Day 2 – 28 June 2019 - Friday
Actions: Kostis and Phil continued the rigging to -430m. Maria, Sotiria and Yiota went to -130m for
acclimatisation and Dave and Darren re-rigged the phone line down to -130m which had been damaged in
the winter and confirmed that the cable from there to -250m was likely to be in good shape.

Day 3 – 29 June - Saturday
Actions: Alexandros and Keith rigged the cave to -585m where the exploration had finished the year before.
Darren and Dave widened the meander at -430m. Roy and Jim spent the day making surface survey in the
area near Katsiveli. Panayiotis, Ioannis and Giorgos rigged the phone down to -230m and confirmed it is
working. Zenia, Korinna and Maria walked to Trocharis.

Day 4 – 30 June 2019 - Sunday
Actions: Kostis, Dave and Darren descend to -585m to push the bottom of the cave. They confirm that we
have reached Plattenkalk. Yuval and Omri descended for acclimatisation. A lerge group went out for surface
prospection in the direction of Mesa Soros (Kostas, Phil, Alain, Alexandre, Maria K., Sotiria, Keith, Kyriaki,
Zenia and Panayiotis). Ioannis, Tasos, Nektarios, Katerina and Giorgos went to -130m for acclimatisation.
Kostas (Kostikas) Yiannis
A. and Maria F. went to 240m for acclimatisation
and Roy and Jim went
prospecting in the area
of Thodoris. Late night
trip to Sternes for
Panayiotis and Ifigenia to
shoot the back cover
photo.

The route to Mesa Soros
(photo Phil Bence)
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Day 5 – 1 July 2019 - Monday
Actions: Alexandros, Yuval and Omri went to -585m to continue the exploration. Roy and Jim went
prospecting in the area of Mesa Soros. Kostas, Maria, Alain, Alexandre and Zenia returned to 19001 and then
to Lagotrypa (Rabbithole). Panayiotis, Phil, Keith and Ioannis explored and surveyed Lagotrypa / Rabbithole
1, while Dave and Darren worked on Lagotrypa 2 and were later joined by Keith. Margarita and Lefteris made
an acclimatisation trip to -240m, as did Tasos and Kostas (Kostikas) and laterm, Markos separately. Yiota with
Yiannis changed the rigging at -430m replacing worn rope. Kyriaki went walking to Lagonia.

A busy day at the entrance of Sternes (Photo Zenia)

Day 6 – 2 July 2019 - Tuesday
Actions: Alain, Alexandre and Keith went to 430m for désob work. Ioannis, Markos and
Kostis went to -585m to continue the
exploration work. Darren and Dave went to
explore ‘Keith’s waypoints’ in the Mesa
Soros area getting some good results. Yuval
and Zenia went as far as -130m to re-rig
some parts and to sketch sections in the
cave.

Day 7 – 3 July 2019 - Wednesday
Actions: Margarita and Nektarios went to -430m. Darren and Dave followed to -430m for désob work. Roy
and Jim made surface survey “down the valley to the left under the Sternes saddle”. Panayiotis, Alexandros,
Phil and Keith went to see how to continue the exploration, given that the route had closed at -595m, after
about 56m of narrow passage ending in a siphon. Yuval and Omri approached a window at -350m to close a
question mark on the survey. Alain, Alexandre, Yiannis Apostolakis and Zenia went to the “French cave”
(2018).

Day 8 – 4 July 2018 - Thursday
Actions: Alexandros, Ioannis and Zenia went to investigate the prospects for a traverse at -500m, to reach
across the large breakdown pit. The air flow at -500m takes smoke across the pit, rather than down, making
this a likely place to continue. Alain and Alexandre went back to the pits of the day before. Darren, Dave and
Keith returned to 19166 “Previously enjoyed pot”, explored and surveyed it. Markos and Christina went to 130m and Ifigenia went to Katsiveli with Maria for surface work.

Day 9 – 5 July 2019 - Friday
Actions: Kostis and Methodios began the de-rigging at -540. The de-rigging was done like a relay, with Yiota
and Markos descending to -430m and Maria, Zenia and Ifigenia descending to -230m to help bring the packs
out. Phil, Alexandros and Keith went to the entrance for photography, while Alexandre and Alain visited
Lagonia and Ioannis with Nektarios made surface survey towards Katsiveli and Pachnes.

Day 10 – 6 July 2019 – Saturday
Actions: Alexandros, Ioannis, Panayiotis, Keith and Alexandre made a final descent to bring out packs fro the
cave, while the remaining team packed away equipment and prepared the camp for the arrival of the
transport to take us back to Anopolis and the team dinner.
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Post-expedition
Due to the shortness of the expedition in terms of useful days for work to be done, the cave was de-rigged
only as far as approximately -350m by the time we left the camp, as to finish the de-rigging would have
reduced by an additional day the useful time on the mountain.
As always, the cavers of the Rethymnon unit of the Hellenic Speleological Society rose to oteh challenge and
sent out a team for the weekend of 20 and 21 July.
Due to the “cliff-hanger” ending of the main expedition, there had been many phone calls between the three
sides of the project, SPOK, Rethymnon and Athens to decide what the purpose of the weekend would be.
Should we pack up and leave new exploration to 2020, or should we prepare the cave for a return in
September to continue exploration from the breakdown room at -500m? Right up until the last days both
scenario were playing out. In the end, it was decided to wrap up the expedition for this year and to use the
winter to prepare well for the eventuality of a bolt climb to continue early next year. Nevertheless, some
exploratory work was still possible in this packing-up weekend.
The cavers worked in two discrete teams: On Saturday, Andreas, Thodoris, Stelios and Ilia and on Sunday
Yiannis, Yiorgos and Babis.
On Saturday, the following actions were taken: Searching for potential continuation from the Damocles
chamber, with the rigging of a traverse line to the left (as we descend) over the hanging rock where a small
meander was discovered, which fell back into the main route. A new chamber was also discovered by
climbing from the foot of the chamber, again to the left as we descend, which lay at the end of two narrow
sections which were opened by hammer only to allow a caver to enter without harness. The chamber was
explored by chimneying / climbing but does not continue. It’s dimensions are 4x1.5m and 6m high. There
were also indications of airflow through parts of the cave which had become heavily narrowed due to stal
and through the breakdown at the foot of the chamber, which nevertheless seem to head towards the main
route of the cave. The cave was de-rigged from -365m to the entrance. Plastic screws were placed in all bolts
from -260m and up, to make re-rigging easier next year.
On Sunday, the following actions took place: de-rigging from -140m to the entrance and removal of the six
caving packs with rigging equipment from the cave.

After dark at
basecamp
(Photo Phil Bence)
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Sternes results
A decision early in the 2018 expedition to descend each pit in the search for depth led to the expedition
following the deepest route, down the P.34 at -500m and ultimately reaching -585m. After a number of days
exploration this year, it was shown that this is a blind route, confirmed towards the end of the expedition
when the final sump at -595m was found, the smell of smoke noticeable from the week’s activities. Testing
of the airflow higher up, later, showed that the air continues over the P.34 and that this is where future
expeditions should focus their efforts. An attempt this year at traversing the side of the chamber proved
fruitless on account of bad rock making the placing of bolts impossible. The plan for the beginning of next
year is to bolt climb from the foot of the pit. The final data for the year’s expedition are cave depth -595m
and length 888m.
Significant work was done in 2019 in fleshing out the fuller knowledge of the cave. So many of the deep
caves of Greece are explored only to the deepest point with little work being done on parallel routes or sidechambers. The efforts started last year with ‘Colin’s traverse’ continued this year with a traverse being begun
at -350m by our Israeli colleagues and the team from Rethymno working on the Damocles chamber during
de-rigging.
Progress was made in 2019 in surveying / resurveying / sketching the cave for publication of a new survey
which will include a plan view in addition to the section completed in 2010 (which is based on the original
GSO survey of 1992). The new survey is not yet completed at time of submission of the present report, but
will feature in any presentation to be made in the next national meetings in Greece, or at future Balkan /
European meetings.

Above left, Markos puts flesh on the survey line of 2018. Bottom
left, Zenia’s notebook with the sections. Above, sections in SVG
ready to be incorporated into the final survey.
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The need for a proper plan is now evident. In the years up to 2017 the verticality of the cave was such that
there was little to be gained from a plan view. In the screengrab from the vTopo software used for the initial
processing of survey data, the black sections represent the known cave at the beginning of the 2017
expedition. Green represents the meander surveyed in 2017, red the work of 2018 and blue the final
meander which ends in a sump, surveyed this year. The P.34 at -500m is marked with a blue arrow, North is
up, the entrance is marked 0.

P.34 at -500m

Finally, significant work has been done on making access to the deepest parts of the cave easier. The
meander at -430m was the subject of work every day this year, while difficult sections at the entrance and 130mwere also worked. The meander at -430m is now literally unrecognisable to cavers who had worked on
the désob during the SELAS expeditions of 2009-2012. Where it had been necessary to remove the harness
to pass, access is now possible with a pack.
Prospects for next year
The cave continues to have unexplored sections and continues to present very great potential for a deep
cave. The format of the last two years’ expeditions, of ten day duration will make results increasingly difficult
to achieve as the rigging to beyond the meander at -430m takes time. The year’s expedition was without two
of the more experienced Greek cavers, absent on account of professional commitments and without the
strong Romanian team which has been joining us each almost every year since 2013. While this has given
newer cavers of SPOK the opportunity to be tried and to gain experience at depth, planning for next year
should focus on the balance between days available for work and strength of the team present.
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Surface survey
Surface survey and follow-up of surface survey work of previous years were amongst the main goals of the
expedition. The goal for this year was to make prospection in the area between the camp and Mesa Soros,
which has not yet been properly investigated by previous expeditions.

.
Area of interest for the 2019 prospection with some of the waypoints indicated

On Sunday a large number of cavers set off from camp for surface survey work, and this continued over the
course of the next days, for cavers wishing to do something on rest days.
The four available GPS devices were shared amongst the teams and ranges for the waypoint names to be
recorded by each one each one shared out as follows:
19001-19049 – Kostas
19050-19099 – Alain
19100-19149 – Maria K.
19150-19199 – Keith
The three guiding rules of 2018 were employed again:
1.

2.

3.

With a GPS device, any interesting entrance not
already recorded should be saved with serial
number beginning with the initial number
mentioned above.
A note should be made either on the GPS or on
paper about the feature, whether it was
explored, surveyed, just a stone dropped, etc.
If you pass old points without such details
recorded, please make a note of the existing
serial number, and insert any new information.

While not all data collected has been processed at time of writing, the table below records the more than 40
waypoints recorded during the expedition.
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Unique
identifier

Lat degs N

Long degs E

Altitude
(m)

Year
reported

19001

35°17'36.6000"

024°03'40.8600"

2093

2019

19002

35°18'05.5800"

24°03'31.0320"

2113

2019

19004

35°18'17.5320"

24°03'26.1000"

2237

2019

19005

35°18'17.2440"

24°03'25.4880"

2601 [sic]

2019

19006

35°18'18.2880"

24°03'26.8920"

2490 [sic]

2019

19010

35°18'20.4840"

24°03'40.5000"

2040

2019

19011

35°18'20.8440"

24°03'42.4080"

2046

2019

19012

35°18'23.4000"

24°03'41.7600"

2060

2019

19013

35°18'32.9040"

24°03'47.5200"

2019

2019

19014

35°18'24.0120"

24°03'39.9240"

2075

2019

19016

35°18'10.5840"

24°03'55.3680"

2006

2019

19017

35°18'02.1960"

24°03'47.2680"

2004

2019

19018

35°18'02.4480"

24°03'45.5760"

2000

2019

19019

35°17'36.2040"

24°03'38.9160"

2096

2019

19020

35°17'36.3120"

24°03'40.4640"

2077

2019

19050

35°17'24.6871"

24°03'34.5596"

1948

2019

19051
19052
19053
19054
19055
19056
19057
19058
19059
19060
19061

35°18'16.3141"
35°18'29.8174"
35°18'32.9251"
35°18'35.4161"
35°18'38.5121"
35°17'24.8661"
35°17'25.3048"
35°17'24.9431"
35°17'42.4636"
35°17'43.7550"
35°17'37.8279"

24°03'36.0549"
24°03'36.2784"
24°03'37.3138"
24°03'39.6778"
24°03'44.2366"
24°03'47.2565"
24°03'47.9530"
24°03'41.0801"
24°03'51.7257"
24°03'54.1327"
24°03'42.5533"

2046
2112
2123 [sic]
2093 [sic]
2062
1945
1945
1979
2103
2112
2062

2019
2010
2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019
2019

19062

35°17'40.5948"

24°03'46.9253"

2055

2019

19064
19065

35°17'37.2251"
35°17'36.6137"

24°03'41.7835"
24°03'40.6580"

2062
2079

2019
2019
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Description / comment

Explored to -17m. Rough sketch survey and
photos available. Entrance marked.
Very small entrance, but a dropped stone
goes approx. 10m. There is a slight unsteady
influx of air.
Depth is estimated at -20m or more, but the
entrance is very narrow and has no airflow.
The waypoint may be off by more than the
usual error margins.
The coordinates are 50m to the west of the
real position. The altitude is certainly wrong.
The cave was rigged and goes to
about -7.5m with a very narrow
continuation.
Like19005, the coordinates and altitude are
‘off’. The pit is about 5m deep and blocked
by rubble.
Estimated at -6m without airflow, in black
limestone.
Explored to a small chamber at -4m. Rough
sketch.
Descends to -4m
Descends to -4m from an entrance of 1x3m
in a diaclase with bearing 138°
Descends to -15m (possibly). The entrance is
1x2m and it widens.
Approximately -15m depth, in white
limestone and reasonably wide, from an
entrance of 4x1.5m
Large entrance of 10x5m and depth of -10m.
It is on a diaclase with bearing 137°
Perhaps -20m depth. The entrance is in
white limestone under an ice cap. The
bearing of the diaclase is 225°
Likely to be 12001
Seems to go deep (20-30m), but when the
entrance was widened and Zenia entered,
she could not go deeper than -7m.
The coordinates are wrong (it is placed
inside the camp) – the pit goes to -9m.
A lot of snow, depth at least -7m
Most probably the same as 10-558
Small entrance P20!
Round P30 (danger from rock-slides)
P10! Not descended, seems to be closed
Small tree, easy to descend -7m
Round entrance P10 (goat skull)
Close to the road -22m
Small -3m, not interesting
Cave for goats, with a nice “Mirror”-4m
-3m, not interesting
Descended, found between black and white
rocks -15m
Narrow pit, -3m after a very narrow window
Just up to 19001 but narrow -4m
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Unique
identifier

Lat degs N

Long degs E

Altitude
(m)

Year
reported

19066

35°17'35.5876"

24°03'39.8244"

2098

2019

19069
19070
19071
19072
19073
19074
19075
19076
19077

35°17'38.1754"
35°17'39.9938"
35°17'36.4162"
35°17'39.8040"
35°17'36.7889"
35°17'38.1879"
35°17'39.0404"
35°17'39.4742"
35°17'39.9966"

24°03'44.8361"
24°03'50.2319"
24°03'55.2290"
24°03'55.7794"
24°03'54.5427"
24°03'56.0357"
24°03'56.4006"
24°04'02.2422"
24°04'01.0361"

2033
2036
1970
2013
1980
1992
1996
1977
1986

2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

19100

35°18'16.5240"

2040

2019

19101

Close to 19100

Close to 19100

19155
19156
19157
19158
19159
19160
19161

35°18'35.19"N
35°18'35.79"N
35°18'36.98"N
35°18'37.05"N
35°18'38.27"N
35°18'39.50"N
35°18'39.55"N

24° 3'29.39"E
24° 3'29.77"E
24° 3'30.20"E
24° 3'30.17"E
24° 3'29.57"E
24° 3'29.33"E
24° 3'29.32"E

~2176
~2174
~2180
~2181
~2197
~2207
~2207

2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

19162

35°18'37.88"N

24° 3'32.52"E

~2164

2019

19163

35°18'36.35"N

24° 3'32.78"E

~2150

2019

19164

35°18'37.21"N

24° 3'35.65"E

~2131

2019

19165

35°17'34.95"N

24° 3'39.80"E

~2085

2019

19166

35°18'16.6716"

24°03'25.3944"

2094

2019

24°03'34.1280"

2019
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Description / comment

Small pit with goat skull, easy to descent, no
air - 4m
Too narrow, stone drop 4s
We hear 3m (more, at - 2m), to dig, fresh air
Big crack with calcite bridge
3 holes in a crack - 5m
-7m
Entrance 6x1m -7m
2 entrances 4x1m -8m
Too narrow P20!
Nice crack 8x2m -10m
Lagotrypa 1, or Rabbithole 1. A large
impressive pit. Surveyed to -58m with an
entrance pit with friable walls.
Lagotrypa 2, or Rabbithole 2. A similarly
impressive pit, with more beautiful entrance
walls. Explored and surveyed. A
straightforward descent to a snow plug, over
this was another pit with a small tube
leading off from the bottom to a third small
pit which was choked. Partway down the
initial pitch was a window (to the East)
overlooking a parallel shaft, this was also
choked but at the same level as the window
was a further window into another shaft
which could not be reached.
4-5m chamber
?
?
?
?
?
?
A rift with a choked pit at the North East end,
9m deep from the surface, 3m from th foot of
the rift.
A figure of eight shaped rift, free climbable
at the South West end, 8m deep at this
point.
Nest Pot
A simple descent of 17m to a sloping floor.
Completely choked.
?
Previously Enjoyed Pot - This hole had been
looked at prior to the expedition but no data
or information was available. The entrance is
located on a broad ridge with Mesos Soros
to the North and a small unnamed hill to the
South.
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Photographs of the surface survey process, sketches of the caves found and finished surveys follow. The
images are by various members of the expedition.

19001 entrance above left and centre, 19002 above right
19004 entrance, below left and 19010 entrance below right

Above, the entrance to 19011
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The entrances of 19012, 19013 and 19014 (above) and 19016 (below left and centre) and 19017 (below right)

The entrance of 19018 below left and 19020 below right
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19051 sketch, above left and 19058 sketch above right

19060 sketch and entrance, above

19062 entrance, above
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Sketches for 19066 (left) and 19070 (right)

19074 sketch and entrance

19077 sketch, above
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Entrance to Rabbit Hole 19100, above

Entrance and location of Rabbit Hole 2 (sketch Keith)
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19101
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19166 description: 2 spits on the surface to the NSW of the entrance led to 2 further spits just over the lip, these were
at an odd angle compared to the initial spits which meant that gaining these was awkward and caused a rub point. 7m
down another rub point occurred but there were no spits or threads available to solve this, it is not known how the
previous explorers passed this point. A spit rebelay was created 7m down (on the North side) which allowed a free hang
(passing 3 ledges) to the bottom. At the foot of the pitch a rubble floor sloped to the South East and a small meander
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that draughts in and out. 9m above this point was a 12m high window to an aven, with another aven visible to the right.
The first ledge passed was to the South, at the end of this was a window into a parallel shaft but this could not be
reached. It seems probable that this could be the top of the avens seen from below, and could be reached by starting
the descent from the East side of the entrance and traversing to the ledge.

Bonus image (rediscovery of GSO18):

Discussion, lessons learned and prospects
The surface survey activity this year has yielded more cave entrances than any of the recent years at Sternes.
There were difficulties in the technical side of the operation, this year linked to the incompatibility of data
transfer methods / formats between the GPS units and the expedition laptop. This will need to be taken into
consideration for future years.
The Mesa Soros proved to be a fruitful area, and there is still much of it uncovered, meaning that a potential
expedition in 2020 would have plenty to do with the existing waypoints, while other teams could continue
to survey the ground up to Mesa Soros.

Whole lotta cross-checking and processing going on
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Food facilities and provisions
Lessons learned from previous years really started to pay off in this year’s kitchen. These included lessons:
about calorific intake, about ratio of protein to carbs to fats, about the difficulties in cooking beans at altitude
or the difficulty of barbecue at altitude, etc and about the importance of having a dedicated cook on the
team, who would make sure that the food would be ready at the set time. The doubled up kitchen duties
meant that while complex meals could be prepared more easily, there was also time to play with the available
ingredients, or yesterday’s leftovers, and make some tasty snacks or cheeky deserts. So, while the Crêpes
Suzette are not mentioned in the menu, there is video evidence that they were prepared and served ;) .
The sponsorship arranged with the Zoumboulakis Brothers provided the kitchen with propane again, while
other sponsorships allowed the us to have not only more sausages and salted meats available, but also an
outrageous number of eggs, in addition to various sources of quick calories such as chocolate croissants and
snack bars.
In terms of day to day menu, a lot of emphasis was again placed on locally sourced products, while the
proximity to civilization and frequency of visitors from the Anopolis road meant that the menu could be
enriched with more fresh produce and more meat products – both of which would normally have been
limited by their shelf-life in a non-refrigerated environment. This proximity to the road also resulted in not
only the arrival one night of a very large cooking pot full of lentils, ready cooked and delicious (thanks to the
Glymenakis family), but also the arrival of five Kg of ice cream at camp!
The menu – to which we almost completely adhered is reproduced below.
STERNES 2019 MENU
Ημέρα /
Day
27/6/2019
Πέμπτη /
Thursday

28/6/2019
Παρασκευή
/ Friday
29/6/2019
Σάββατο /
Saturday
30/6/2019
Κυριακή /
Sunday
1/7/2019
Δευτέρα /
Monday
2/ 7/2019
Τρίτη /
Thursday

Άτομα
Persons

ΜερίδεςPortions

MENU

Χορτοφάγοι
Vegetarian

18

Μακαρόνια με κιμά & τυρί - Σαλάτα
/ Spaghetti Bolognaise - Greek Salad

14

18

Φρέσκα φασολάκια με πατάτα,
καρότο, πιπεριές κόκκινες &
κολοκυθάκι - Φέτα - Σαλάτα / Fresh
Beans with tomato, potatoes,
carrots & courgettes - Feta cheese Salad

4,5 kg φρέσκα φασολάκια (Χ250 gr.), 2 kg
κολοκύθια, 2 Kg πατάτες, 2,5kg ντομάτες,
1 Kg κρεμμύδια, 2 kg καρότα, 1 κόκκινες
πιπεριές, σκόρδο, μαϊντανός, 1,2 kg φέτα
(Χ50 gr.), σαλάτα

28

35

Φακές σούπα - Σαλάτα / Lentil soup
- Salad

Φακές 3kg, Pummaro 5Χ500kg, δάφνη,
κρεμμύδι, σκόρδο, καρότα 2kg

29

35

32

38

27

32

12

3/7/2019
Τετάρτη /
Wednesday

25

30

4/7/2019
Πέμπτη /
Thursday

21

26

5/7/2019
Παρασκευή
/ Friday

17

17

6/7/2019
Σάββατο /
Saturday

15

15

Μοσχάρι με μεσσαρίτικο μακαρόνι Σαλάτα / Beef with tomato & Pasta Salad
Ξινόχοντρος με λαχανικά - Φέτα /
Traditional sour wheat soup with
vegetables - Feta cheese

Μακαρόνια
με πέστο

Υλικά / Ingredients
2,5 kg κιμάς (Χ125γρ.), 2,5 kg μακαρόνια
(Χ120gr.), Pummaro 4x500gr, 1Kg
κρεμμύδια, σκόρδο, μαϊντανός,
μπούκοβο, τυρί τριμμένο 1 Kg, σάλτσα
πέστο για 3 μερίδες, σαλατικά

Μπριάμ

Φασολάδα - Σαλάτα - Φέτα / White
bean soup - Feta cheese - Salad
Πένες με τόνο, ντομάτα, πιπεριές,
σκόρδο, κρεμμύδι & βασιλικό Σαλάτα / Penne with tuna, tomato,
peppers, garlic, onion, basil - Salad
Κοτόπουλο λεμονάτο με ρύζι Σαλάτα / Chicken with lemon sauce
& rice - Salad
Πατατοσαλάτα κρητική με αυγά,
ντομάτα & κρεμμύδι - Λουκάνικα /
Cretan potato salad with egg, onion,
tomato, peppers - Sausages

Ρύζι με
λαχανικά

Μοσχάρι 9kg, Pummaro 5Χ500kg,
μακαρόνια 5Χ500kg, 2kg καρότα,
λαχανικά
2,5kg ξινόχοντρος, 3kg κολοκύθια, 3kg
καρότα, 1kg κόκκινες πιπεριές,
κρεμμύδια, Pummaro 3Χ500kg
Φασόλια 3kg, Pummaro 4x500gr, 1Kg
κρεμμύδια, σέλινο, μπούκοβο, καρότα
1,5kg, φέτα1,5kg, σαλατικά
2kg τόνος (Χ65 γρ.), 10 πιπεριές
τρίχρωμες (2kg), 6 κρεμμύδια, 1 σκόρδο,
Pummaro 3Χ500kg, βασιλικός, 4kg πένες
(Χ110gr.), σαλατικά
8kg κοτόπουλο, 1kg κρεμμύδια, 1kg
καρότα, λεμόνια, σκόρδο, 3kg ρύζι,
σαλατικά
πατάτες, 1kg κρεμμύδια, ντομάτες, 17
αυγά, ξίδι, λουκάνικα

Φαγητό σε ταβέρνα στην Ανώπολη /
Tavern Anopolis
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A selection of kitchen photos
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Biospeleological and other biological notes
As is known, Greece is not very well surveyed in terms of fauna, with high endemism and biodiversity boosting
the numbers of species presented to scientists and citizen scientists alike. New species of invertebrates are
recorded every year, while it would seem that new species of cave-dwelling invertebrates are discovered
almost every time a researcher cares to take samples.
Particularly exciting finds this year are a spider from within Sternes as well as a cave-dwelling beetle that was
found at below -300m. These will be studied by the scientists at the Hellenic Institute of Speleological
Research (HISR) in due course and may become the subject of publications.

Cave beetle found during this year’s expedition, above.
“Are you sure there’s something in here?”, below.
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As the snow and ice retreated very late this year, we had far fewer insects at camp as there were fewer
flowers in bloom, but we were treated to a campsite which changed colour and appearance almost daily as
new flowers bloomed every day.
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